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Motivations

IMulti-labeled data, in which each document is tagged
with a set of labels, are ubiquitous.

I Previous topic models for multi-labeled data often
I assume labels are independent
I or capture the dependencies among labels by projecting

them onto some latent space

I In this work, we propose a tree-based label dependency
topic model, TreeLaD, which captures the label
dependencies using a tree-structured hierarchy.

Tree-based label dependency topic model
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1. Create the label graph G and generate a tree T from G (See I)
2. For each node k ∈ [1,K] in T

(a) If k is the root, draw background topic φk ∼ Dir(β)
(b) Otherwise, draw topic φk ∼ Dir(γ · φσ(k))

3. For each document d ∈ [1, D] having labels td
(a) Define a subtree Td ≡ R(T , td) (See III)
(b) For each node k in Td

i. Draw a multinomial over k’s children θd,k ∼ Dir(α)
ii. Draw a stochastic switching variable ωd,k ∼ Beta(m,π)

(c) For each word n ∈ [1, Nd]
i. Draw zd,n ∼ B(θd,ωd) (See II)

ii. Draw wd,n ∼ Mult(φzd,n)

(I) Generating tree
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Soccer

I Construct a complete directed graph where each
label is a node and the edge from i to j has
weight wi,j = P (i | j) = Ci,j/Cj.

I Add a “background” node to the graph and add
edges from the background node to all nodes,
with the weight being the marginal probability.

I Run Chu-Liu/Edmonds’ algorithm to find the maximum spanning tree starting at
the background node.

(II) Assigning tokens

For each document d, we associate each node k with:

I a stochastic switching variable
ωd,k ∼ Beta(m,π)

I a multinomial distribution over k’s children
θd,k ∼ Dirichlet(α)

✓d,k

!d,k
k

We stochastically assign each token to a node in the tree as follows:
I The token starts traversing the tree from the root.
I Suppose the token reaches a node k, it will stop at this node with probability
ωd,k, or move to one of k’s child nodes with probability 1− ωd,k.

I If moving on, the token will choose a child node k′ of k with probability θd,k,k′.

(III) Restricting subtrees

To avoid considering all labels and to leverage the information from the labels, for
each document d, only a subset of nodes, called restricted subtree Td, can
generate tokens of d.
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Different restricted subtrees for a document labeled with nodes 4 and 6 (double-circled in (a)), (b)
T 1
d contains nodes from the root to nodes 4 and 6, (c) T 2

d contains T 1
d and nodes in the subtrees

rooted at nodes 4 and 6, and (d) T 3
d contains T 2

d and other nodes in the subtrees rooted at nodes 1
and 2 (first-level nodes on paths from the root to nodes 4 and 6 respectively).

Inference

After running Chu-Liu/Edmonds’ algorithm, we fix the tree structure and alternate
between the following two steps:

1. Sample node assignment zd,n for each token:
P (zd,n = k | rest) ∝

N−d,nd,k +mπ

N−d,nd,≥k + π

∏
i∈P\{k}

N−d,nd,>i + (1−m)π

N−d,nd,≥i + π
·

∏
j∈P\{root}

N−d,nd,≥j + α∑
j′∈Cd,σ(j)(N

−d,n
d,≥j′ + α)

INd,k is the number of tokens in document d assigned to node k.
INd,>k is the number of tokens in document k assigned to any nodes in the

subtree rooted at k excluding k. Nd,≥k ≡ Nd,>k +Nd,k.

2. Sample topic φk at each node in the tree:

φk ∼ Dirichlet(mk + m̃k + γ · φσ(k))

Imk,v is the number of times that word type v is assigned to node k
I m̃k is a smoothed count vector in which m̃k,v captures the number of times

node k is used when sampling v at any of k’s children nodes. m̃k is estimated
using either minimal or maximal path assumption.

Iσ(k) is the parent node of k.

Part of the label hierarchy learned from Congressional bills

Background

health, drug, human_servic, 
establish, health_care, 
provide, public_health, 

program

Medicare

Medical research

Health care coverage 
and access

health_care, afford_care, 
patient_protect, repeal, 

medicaid, provis, 
health_insur, ppaca, care

research, director, nih, 
diseas, nation_institut, 

develop, prevent, establish, 
center, cdc

prevent, public_health, 
screen, director, women, 

eat_disord, test, awar, educ, 
develop

Health promotion and 
preventive care

Health programs 
administration & funding

prevent, public_health, 
screen, director, women, 

eat_disord, test, awar, educ, 
develop

Health promotion and 
preventive care

social_secur, medicar, 
hospit, payment, servic, 

medicar_program, physician, 
medicar_beneficiari

duti, unit, amend, extend, 
temporari_suspens, bill, 
harmon_tariff, percent, 

suspens, rate

Foreign trade and 
international finance

suspend_temporarili, 
schedul, harmon_tariff, duti, 
temporari_suspens, mixtur, 
reduc_temporarili, footwear, 
acid, temporarili_suspend

Tariffs

public_health, individu, 
autism_spectrum, servic_act, 
servic, train, mental_health, 
assist_secretari, care, disord

educ, school, student, 
program, secretari, lea, 

elementari, grant, 
secondari_educ, local_educ

Elementary and 
secondary education

teacher, establish, esea, titl, 
develop, middl_grade, train, 

engin, partnership, 
recruit_fund

Teaching, teachers, 
curricula

titl, program, subpart, esea, 
charter_school, lea, 

develop, assess, teacher, 
school_improv

Education

educ, institut, secretari, 
establish, develop, health, 
award_grant, social, train, 

grant

Education programs 
funding

alien, educ_act, loan, statu, 
student_assist, immigr, visa, 
employ, student_loan, borrow

Higher education

homeland_secur, terror, 
attack, unit, terrorist_attack, 

respond, wound, direct, 
threat

Terrorism

intern_revenu, code, 
amend, allow, tax, taxpay, 

gross_incom, repeal, 
incom_tax, corpor

Taxation

deduct, tax_deduct, extend, 
credit, tax_credit, taxpay, 

perman, tax_relief, tax_rate, 
tax

Income tax deductions

credit, tax_credit, extend, 
allow, code, employ, 

increas, bond, properti

Income tax credits

Health

amend, provid, secretari, 
author, unit, purpos, direct, 

bill, program, establish

Future directions

I Update the tree structure during inference to capture the word usages
I Evaluate more formally the proposed model on downstream applications such as

multi-label document classification
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